
LIVE AQUA BEACH RESORT PUNTA CANA

F E E L  T H E         L E V E L

(exceptional)
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L I V E  A Q U A  B E A C H  R E S O R T  P U N T A  C A N A

The beauty of the Dominican coast and the most exclusive sensory experience create the perfect 
union that gives way to the highest expression of pleasure, elegance, and sophistication: Live 
Aqua Beach Resort Punta Cana, a space that has been designed to stimulate all the senses with 
countless details that evolve in a space of stunning architecture and elegant finishes that blend 
calm and comfort, creating a perfect harmony with the environment, the sea, and the beautiful 
beaches of Punta Cana’s Uvero Alto. An exquisite way to reach paradise.

A CARIBBEAN PARADISE THAT WILL MAKE YOU FALL IN LOVE

The ideal destination for hedonists and sophisticated travelers who are searching for adventures 
or relaxing moments, living gastronomy, paradise like views, and a dreamy, warm weather. Thanks 
to its incomparable beauty, Punta Cana is considered one of the most exclusive destinations to 
enjoy the unspoiled turquoise waters of the Caribbean, surrounded by majestic coral reefs and 
more than 20 miles of crystal clear waters.

B E A C H  C L U B



F U E G O  S U I T E
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GUEST ROOMS

The unique and avant-garde style of each of our 347 guest rooms creates an atmosphere where 
pleasure is absolute. Rest finds a peaceful oasis that embraces your desires and becomes an 
invitation to feel. A fascinating sanctuary built with an interior design that seduces your senses. 

PREMIUM GARDEN VIEW WITH JACUZZI (KING)

Up to 2 guests | 1 King Size bed | 590 sq ²
Between wooden details and a modern design featuring soft lines and colors, discover a garden 
of delights that inspire you to live out the best experience with all of your senses. In this room with 
a balcony, we have taken care of every detail in luxury amenities so that you can be seduced 
by complete relaxation: from the pillow menu to the 430-thread-count sheets on your King Size 
bed, you can also enjoy the original scents from our famous aromatherapy selection as you relax 
between the bubbles of your Jacuzzi. 

A Q U A  S W I M  U P  P O O L
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PREMIUM GARDEN VIEW WITH JACUZZI (DOUBLE)

Up to 3 guests | 2 Double beds | 590 sq ²
Share this spacious, avant-garde room, as the two double beds and the Jacuzzi will be part 
of a serene stay; next, a delicious, aromatic cup of coffee will accompany a nice chat in the 
balcony with a view of our beautiful tropical gardens. Our exclusive amenities will also awaken 
your emotions, with delicate scents in the bathroom that will inspire a harmonious environment as 
you listen to your favorite music or watch a trendy movie on the 55” flatscreen. 

PREMIUM POOL VIEW WITH JACUZZI

Up to 2 guests | 1 King Size bed | 590 sq ²
In this room, you will find attention to the smallest detail, so that you and your partner can 
experience luxury and relaxation like never before, both indoors and outdoors. Enjoy the privacy 
and let the King Size feather bed embrace you with its sumptuous 430-thread-count sheets, or 
take some time to enjoy the exquisite bathtub with our iconic rubber ducky. Now, if you prefer, you 
can also bathe in our Jacuzzi, and lay in the sun or watch the sunset from your spacious terrace 
with an amazing view of the pool area.

PREMIUM POOL VIEW WITH JACUZZI (DOUBLE)

Up to 3 guests | 2 Queen Size beds | 550 sq ²
Share the luxury of this incredible double guest room, decorated with sumptuous marble and 
wooden details, orchids, and exquisite Molton Brown amenities, available in the spacious two 
sink bathroom. Allow yourself to be seduced and take the time to enjoy your own aromatherapy 
session: an exclusive kit is here waiting for you, as well as our pillow menu. The Jacuzzi is yet 
another detail of this sumptuous stay, set on the private terrace with a view of the spectacular 
pool area.

P R E M I U M  P O O L  V I E W
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P R E M I U M  P O O L  V I E W

T I E R R A  S U I T E

T I E R R A  S U I T E
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PREMIUM SWIM-UP, WITH POOL ACCESS

Up to 2 guests | 1 King Size bed | 626 sq ²
The experience goes on in this room, distinguished by intimacy and exclusiveness. Fully equipped 
with a spacious bathroom, King Size bed, and the best amenities, it will welcome you into a 
privileged refuge for those who live in their own paradise, with private access to the resort’s 
incredible pools through its terrace. On the other hand, if you’re looking for a relaxing moment, 
there is a Jacuzzi waiting for you in the terrace. 

AQUA CLUB SWIM-UP WITH POOL ACCESS, AQUA CLUB ACCESS 

Up to 2 guests | 1 King Size bed | 626 sq ²
A simply spectacular suite, designed for the most exclusive guests at Live Aqua Beach Resort 
Punta Cana, it offers access to the Aqua Club Lounge, where you will find the finest mixology and 
culinary offerings, plus a VIP treatment. Its soft colors, fine finishes, and top amenities, including 
an exclusive pillow menu, a spacious patio, and a private pool make this room a unique experience 
to enjoy the beautiful views of Punta Cana with a delicious cup of coffee and the sounds of the 
Caribbean in the background.

FUEGO SUITES WITH PRIVATE POOL, AQUA CLUB ACCESS

Up to 2 guests | 1 King Size bed | 670 sq ² 
With the power brought by this element, this room is privileged in its size and distribution, as it 
not only features a comfortable King Size bed and an extraordinary bathroom with a Jacuzzi, 
but it also offers one of the best views of the ocean from your access to the pool. Enjoy the best 
services at Live Aqua Beach Resort Punta Cana, including exclusive access to the Aqua Club 
Lounge, where you can taste the best drinks and culinary offerings that will make you feel unique.
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VIENTO SUITES WITH PRIVATE ROOFTOP, OCEAN FRONT, AND AQUA CLUB ACCESS

Up to 2 guests | 1 King Size bed | 1378 sq ²
Contemplate the Caribbean at its most splendorous from your suite’s private rooftop. This 
is a space to enjoy subtle details, pamper yourself with the delicate scents of our exclusive 
aromatherapy, and relax in the Jacuzzi. These pleasures are complemented with exceptional 
amenities, such as access to the Aqua Club Lounge and the Beach Club.

TIERRA SUITES WITH PRIVATE POOL 

Up to 2 guests | 1 King Size bed | 1861 sq ² 
This suite is a tribute to the white sands and turquoise waters that only Punta Cana can offer. 
Its spectacular contemporary design and the blend of colors will offer a sensation of rest and 
relaxation, especially because of the scents contained in our aromatherapy kit and the sounds 
from the turntable, for you to choose from. Enjoy the most incredible sunsets you’ve ever seen as 
you have a drink or sample high cuisine from your terrace and private pool.
Access to the Aqua Club Lounge and private access to the beach front.

LUNA PRESIDENTIAL SUITE - 3-LEVEL OCEAN FRONT

Up to 2 guests | 1 King Size bed | 128 sqm
This room is the ultimate expression of elegance and exclusiveness. Its sophisticated design 
harmoniously adapts to the architecture that sets this resort apart, with wide, high spaces, ideal 
to have the best experience in the Caribbean’s most heavenly island. It’s perfect for sharing with 
friends or family, from its outdoors to its indoors areas, and its rooftop on the third level; you can 
spend your time in the private pool or have fun with the Aqua Club Lounge.

A Q U A  S W I M  U P  P O O L
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F U E G O  S U I T E

L O B B Y  T E R R A C E P R E M I U M  P O O L  V I E W
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DINING

LIBERI 

Good morning to pleasure

Start your day at Live Aqua Beach Resort Punta Cana’s main restaurant, the luminous Liberi, and enjoy a 

delicious breakfast surrounded by elegance in an open space with a captivating garden view. You will find 

a great variety of flavors that can only be created with the freshest local products to satisfy your palate. 

Breakfast, lunch or dinner are the perfect occasion to make your mouth and your heart vibrate.

Dresscode: Resort Casual

MIRAFLORES 

From Peru with love

Visiting our cevicheria is a fascinating culinary experience that you cannot miss. Decorated with cheerful 

colors and blessed with a natural light that brings to mind the carefree afternoons on the boardwalk, enjoying 

fresh delicacies from the sea. Natural ingredients and our chef’s incomparable touch will seduce your palate 

with authentic recipes inspired on the best of Peruvian haute cuisine.

Desscode: Beach Casual.

HUZUR

Mediterranean soul

Eat, enjoy, and share unforgettable moments with this incredible culinary concept, an original Live Aqua 

restaurant that is ready to conquer the finest palates with its signature cuisine and refreshing contemporary 

design. Huzur is the perfect place to enjoy spectacular dishes that will envelop you with their Mediterranean 

flavors, in a carefully lit atmosphere that has been curated to seduce every one of your senses.

Desscode: Beach Casual.

SOSPIRO 

Culinary romance

Experience the ideal date in a delicate atmosphere, both sober and elegant, with harmonious decorative 

elements that will never distract you from the gorgeous view of the gardens, which are visible from nearly 

every angle but can be definitely enjoyed best from the terrace. It is at Sospiro where you will fall in love with 

a beautiful sunset, the most sophisticated Italian specialties, and the finest wine selection.

Desscode: Resort Casual.
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CHEZ ROSE

Sophisticated avant-garde style

In every dish, in every new combination, you will find the essence of Rose, a French born woman who 

inspired this restaurant. A culture lover, she always had a curious, inquisitive spirit: scents, textures, and 

flavors could not remain simple. To Rose, French cuisine was constant adventure and disruption, like all 

good art. Chez Rose is a reflection of her culinary explorations and avant-garde style, with a tradition based 

menu that evolves to a level that will shake up every emotion.

Dresscode: Resort Elegant.

 

ATL

Traditional Mexican cuisine

Atl is the perfect fusion between an iconic cuisine’s historic past and its future filled with possibilities. Inspired 

by the Náhuatl word “atl,” which translates as “water” and “source of life,” it is a fascinating experience that 

leads guests to the deep origins of Mexican cuisine, where traditional ingredients, aromas, textures, and 

colors will turn any diner into a collector of exquisite flavors that seduce the palate and excite the senses. 

A T L
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H U Z U R

S O S P I R O M I R A F L O R E S
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SEISHIN

Elevate your spirit

Delving into this fascinating restaurant means taking a trip to the heart of Asian haute cuisine, where the 

fusion of flavors creates the most exquisite delicacies. In an intimate yet passionate atmosphere inspired by 

Eastern culture, you can witness the magic all you have to do is take a seat at the bar and enjoy the refined 

teppan grill, where highly skilled chefs prepare dishes that will elevate your spirit.

Dresscode: Resort Casual.

COMPTON STREET 

Savoring moments

Inspired by some of the most iconic areas of London, we haveve reinvented and fused the sports bar and 

pub concepts to take them to a new level of luxury and fun, with delicious Mediterranean fare, pool tables, 

giant screens, and dart boards, framed in an industrial, modern design. Enjoy our daring menu, featuring 

a mix of dishes that includes everything from classic fish and chips to iconic Tex Mex specialties, and live 

unforgettable moments with your partner or friends in this relaxed atmosphere that invites you to have fun.

Dresscode: Beach Casual

COOL FEVER

Sophisticated Indulgence

It doesn’t matter the time of day it is always a good time for pleasure, guilty or not, and this coffee shop 

will be your accomplice. Here, you can find delicious desserts and ice creams that will drive your palate 

crazy. However, the best part is having the chance to enjoy a cup of aromatic Dominican coffee, one of the 

Caribbean island’s greatest sources of pride.

Dresscode: Beach Casual.

S E I S H I N
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THE STRAINER

Sit down and relax

We have the best panoramic view to enjoy the majestic architecture of Live Aqua Beach Resort Punta Cana, 

with its open spaces and contemporary design, as you sip on a glass of wine, a cocktail, or a spirit at 

our exclusive Lobby Bar. So have a sit on our comfortable chairs or our marble bar, relax, and let all the 

sensations that surround you seduce you: the play of natural and artificial light, giant palm trees, the scent of 

the ocean, and the sounds from the central waterfall and the piano placed on the floating island.

WONDERPOOL

Light, chic cocktails

In an indulgent, casual, and very contemporary atmosphere, our pool bar inspires encounters that will 

become new friendships. We follow current interior design trends, highlighting soft wood and light fabrics. 

As a fundamental part of its modern design, the swimming pool fuses with the wet bar so you can dip into a 

playful, fun experience, and also boast a terrace, if you prefer. Both experiences were created to satisfy your 

liveliest side, as you taste our cocktails, inspired by classic Dominican drinks with herbal accents that will 

cool you down and liberate your adventurous spirit. 

MOONADA

Nights for romance

Whether you are here for fun or romance, you will find the best views of the Dominican Caribbean at this 

exclusive beach bar. Moonada is the place for socializing and enjoying an unforgettable moment with a drink 

in your hand, the soft sand under your feet, good food, music, and the waves as a backdrop.

W O N D E R P O O L
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F U E G O  S U I T E
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HORIZON BEACH CLUB

Enjoy, have fun, live

A perfect vacation is not complete without an excellent place for enjoying good drinks, a pleasant 

atmosphere, and a spectacular view of the ocean. With a great variety of cocktails –some traditional, 

and others inspired by Dominican culture–, this stunning swim-up bar is perfect for socializing, having 

fun, and opening your mind to new horizons. Make it your favorite spot and turn these holidays into a 

simply fascinating experience.

AQUA CLUB LOUNGE

Feel the A Level

Feel the privilege of being our guest at Live Aqua Beach Resort Punta Cana at this space reserved only for 

guests in our Club category and Suites. Our iconic Aqua Club Lounge is located in a private area and has 

been carefully designed to offer you the best part of your day, welcoming you with comfort and exclusiveness 

from the moment you arrive, offering drinks and canapés as you plan your next adventure by the sunsets that 

only Punta Cana can offer.

M O O N A D A
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H O R I Z O N  P O O L  B A R
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P O O L  S P A

S A U N A C A B I N S
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RELAX

FEEL HARMONY SPA BY LIVE AQUA

Our world renowned Feel Harmony Spa by Live Aqua awaits to offer you a complete renewal. Feel the warm 

sunlight in a sensory experience that will relax and restore your mind and body, through a wide variety of 

therapeutic treatments and circuits. Our modern facilities, outfitted in a sand colored decor, will let you 

embark on an intimate journey to self discovery, guided by our sophisticated aromatic rituals, our whimsical 

pool, hydrotherapy, sauna, steam room, and different massage techniques.

LIVE AQUA GYM

A place that highlights the senses like Live Aqua Beach Resort Punta Cana does, needs a space dedicated 

to strengthening and revitalizing the body. Our concept is focused on physical wellness and features first-

class facilities, tailor-made classes, and luxury amenities. Head to our gym, find state-of-the-art equipment, 

and work with personal trainers, or use our app and find personalized sessions. If open air spaces are your 

thing, book a tennis, spinning, mini golf, volleyball, or beach soccer session.

REACH AND CELEBRATE YOUR DREAMS

Find the perfect setting for your most personal celebrations, the ones that you will store in a privileged part of 

your memory, in one of our event rooms and areas, such as the auditorium, the theater, or the Beach Club. 

At Live Aqua Beach Resort Punta Cana, we understand that every event seeks to evoke different emotions, 

which is why we know how to adapt our offerings to your wishes: we want to make your dreams come true. If 

it is your dream wedding, our experienced staff will help you plan and choose the best decoration, lighting, 

ambiance and catering. Our spaces are ideal to create unforgettable and sophisticated events welcoming 

from 220 to 1,000 guests with every comfort you may need, the latest technology, and personalized service. 
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CENTRO DE CONVENCIONES

ROOM TOTAL SPACE HEIGHT DIMENSIONS BANQUET CLASS ROOM THEATER U-SHAPE

Aqua (entire room) 570 440 836 N/A

Pacífico 120 132 209 60

Atlántico 120 132 209 60

Mediterraneo 120 132 209 60

Báltico 60 60 99 36

Báltico 60 60 99 36

Adriático + Báltico 120 132 209 60

Caribe N/A N/A N/A N/A

Aqua del Mar Theater

955.7

230.877

238.1705

238.1705

116.1888

116.1888

234.1465

13.53

615

10286.52

 (m2) (sq. Ft.)

2484.38

2562.76

2562.76

1250.31

1250.31

2519.86

145.59

6619.9

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

2.8

 (m2) (sq. Ft.)

7.78

22.96

22.96

22.96

22.96

22.96

22.96

22.96

9.18

25.5

38 x 25.15

25.15 x 9.18

25.15 x 9.47

25.15 x 9.47

12.48 x 9.31

12.48 x 9.31

25.15 x 9.31

3.89 x 3.48

 (m2) (sq. Ft.)

34.16 x 18

124.67 x 82.51

82.51 x 30.11

82.51 x 31.06

82.51 x 31.06

40.94 x 30.54

40.94 x 30.54

82.51 x 30.54

71

112 x 59 210 230 300 N/A

T H E A T E R
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liveaqua.com/puntacana


